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THE NEWEST ERA of the Information Age could very well be called the Age of Platforms, 

given the explosion of markets defined by platform competition. Increasing numbers of companies 

big and small, whether providing hardware devices, traditional software or software in the cloud, 

are attempting to become platform masters by releasing application programming interfaces that 

allow others to build software and hardware products or complementary services on top of their 

technology offerings. Platform competition is expanding into many markets and can be found 

today in a variety of industries and on different scales: from the nearly universal platforms of the 

Internet, credit cards and the telephone to newer Internet-enabled platforms such as Facebook, 

Skype, Google Maps and PayPal. 

During the last decade, several key elements that constitute a “platform theory” have emerged.1 These 

are now being taught in business schools and discussed by technology managers across the globe. But the 
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I N N O VAT I O N  S T R AT E G Y

Facebook, which overtook incumbent so-
cial networks MySpace and Friendster,  
initially aimed at Harvard University  
students. Facebook’s early expansion  
took advantage of close links at specific  
colleges as the social network became 
available to students at an increasingly  
long list of schools.
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THE LEADING  
QUESTION
How can  
companies 
successfully 
challenge  
dominant plat-
form players 
in technology 
markets?

FINDINGS
Challengers should 
take the following  
actions:
�Target an under-
served segment  
of the overall  
customer base.
�Leverage adjacent 
platforms to boost 
demand.
�Differentiate their 
product to meet 
emerging needs. 
�Expand the universe 
of potential partners 
by simplifying the 
business model for 
partners.
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existing theory does not fully explain the rise of some 

key players, such as apple’s iPhone, that have entered 

their industries relatively late and have succeeded in 

dethroning powerful incumbent platforms. The ex-

periences of these “platform dethroners” offer several 

important lessons for companies entering or compet-

ing in platform markets. (see “about the research.”)

Some Key elements of  
Platform theory
a platform is a good or system providing a techno-

logical architecture that allows different types of 

users and complementary business partners (often 

called “complementors”) to connect and benefit 

from the platform’s base functionality. For exam-

ple, a game console is a platform for users to 

socialize and play using software (games) devel-

oped by a myriad of companies. The challenge for a 

new game console is that software developers don’t 

want to create games for a console unless there are 

enough console owners that can use the games — 

and players don’t want to buy a console unless there 

are enough games to play on it. at its most basic 

level, platform theory, for both pioneering plat-

forms and challengers to existing markets, is largely 

about how to deal with this Catch-22 problem.

Attracting Users. Key to the success of platforms 

are network externalities, or the degree to which a 

platform’s attractiveness grows with the “installed 

base” or number of consumers using it.2 For a social 

network, that means that the more people who are 

currently part of the network, the more other people 

want to join. The size of the installed base becomes a 

key factor in the demand for a product or service, 

often more important than price or quality. Building 

a large installed base can seem like an insurmount-

able obstacle for platform challengers. Therefore, 

platform sponsors that enter a new market space try 

to build their installed base as quickly as possible. 

Platform theory proposes that to achieve this goal, 

platform companies can use subsidies to incentivize 

users to join, differentiate through technology fea-

tures or enter the industry early enough to draw in 

users before competition increases.

Attracting Complementors. Platform theory 

began with research into platforms of manufactured 

goods (such as automotive platforms) and then of 

traditional software products. These early studies 

stressed the role of complementors — external com-

panies or entrepreneurs that build products and 

services to run on a platform, thus increasing the 

platform’s attractiveness. Most platform companies 

understood the importance of complementors and 

devoted significant resources to supporting their 

complementor network even from the beginning. 

For instance, every major game console to launch in 

the United states in the last decade has done so with 

a game produced under license from the national 

Football League, usually the latest Madden NFL by 

electronic arts, ready to play. since the installed base 

of the platform defines a complementary product’s 

potential market, complementors are naturally at-

tracted to those platforms with the largest installed 

base. Platform sponsors place great emphasis on 

providing technological support for their comple-

mentor network in such forms as software tools, 

technical training and documentation, technical 

support and conferences.3

Leaving Competing Platforms Behind. Plat-

form theory has also offered a couple of specific 

strategies that platform sponsors can use to out-

compete rival platforms. One, technological 

superiority, simply means using a better technol-

ogy than the competitors to provide features or 

functionality that does not yet exist in rival plat-

forms. For example, sky pe’s  propr ietar y 

voice-over-Internet protocol, known in technical 

circles simply as “skype protocol,” gave the com-

pany an important early quality advantage over 

competing VoIP providers that used the more com-

mon session initiation protocol. a platform can 

also bundle the functionality of another, typically 

smaller and financially weaker, platform, thus mak-

ing the latter virtually irrelevant to the market. 

Platform theory calls this “platform envelopment.”4 

For instance, when Microsoft added Internet ex-

plorer for free to its windows operating system, 

netscape navigator found itself virtually irrelevant 

to windows users, who no longer needed to down-

load navigator software to surf the web.

Four lessons From Successful  
Platform dethroners
envelopment is a well-known method for latecom-

ers to dethrone a platform. But it’s not the only way. 

here are four additional strategies drawn from the 

abouT The  
ReseaRch
As part of an ongoing  
research project into  
the evolution of the 
smartphone industry in-
volving substantial data 
collection at the indus-
try, company and device 
level, we turned our 
focus to the dynamics  
of platform dominance. 
We conducted semi-
structured interviews at 
several software com-
panies that were early 
developers for the 
iPhone in order to ex-
plore the drivers to 
adoption during the  
platform’s earliest days, 
which in this case we  
defined as the first six 
months of the App 
Store. Our interviewees 
represented a variety  
of roles, including found-
ing entrepreneur/CEO, 
cross-platform software 
engineer, former Apple 
developer turned app  
architect, and Web  
and app development 
consultant. 

The story that un-
folded from these inter- 
views, while consistent 
with existing platform 
theory in several as-
pects, also seemed to 
diverge from it in impor-
tant ways. From this 
observation, we delved 
deeper into the existing 
literature on platform 
competition, looking for 
specific examples of 
platform companies that 
have successfully de-
throned established 
competitors. We found 
interesting patterns 
that, if confirmed by  
future studies, could 
point toward the ele-
ments of a successful 
strategy for dethroning 
platform leaders.
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ways platform latecomers such as apple and 

Google have succeeded. 

1. Find a distinctive and underserved segment 
of users. If users are attracted to platforms with a 

large installed base due to the power of network ef-

fects, how can platform challengers that start with a 

very small or nonexistent installed base persuade 

users to join their nascent platforms? some do it by 

questioning a key assumption behind the meaning 

of a “large installed base” — and working smart to 

capitalize on the opportunity this creates. The the-

ory of network effects largely assumes that all users 

of an installed base are equal, in the sense that one 

additional user generates the same value for the rest 

of the users in the network, irrespective of who the 

new user is or where that user is located. what mat-

ters is the increase in the size of the network. 

however, the total number of users may not 

matter as much as the number of users with similar 

needs and interests. Customers who are senior citi-

zens, for instance, may be less concerned with how 

many users are on a platform than they are with 

how many other senior users there are; they may 

gain little from the many teenagers in the network. 

In a way, this resembles a traditional market seg-

mentation story, but a key difference is the fact that 

users in a platform market are connected by their 

use of a shared technology that allows them to ben-

efit from network effects. This means that a 

newcomer platform sponsor that focuses on a spe-

cific group of users can use the power of network 

effects to get traction for its new platform within 

that group of users, even though its user base may 

continue to be very small relative to the overall in-

stalled base of users. The lesson here is that a new 

entrant to the market can gain significant traction 

by focusing on a user group that is distinctive and 

underserved by the dominant company. The trick is 

to offer a platform that is so customized to that par-

ticular segment that it produces a tightknit network 

that feeds on itself and grows. 

apple did this by focusing on the consumer, not 

the business, market with the original iPhone. 

smartphones were sophisticated, expensive high-

end products, so handset makers had initially 

targeted business customers when designing and 

selling their smartphones. however, apple pro-

duced a high-end device positioned for the 

consumer market rather than for business. when 

introducing the iPhone, apple’s then-CeO steve 

Jobs described it not as a communications and pro-

ductivity device but as “the best iPod we’ve ever 

made.”5 The first iPhones did not include standard 

business applications like Microsoft exchange 

server for push e-mail, calendar and contact syn-

chronization. at launch, aT&T did not even allow 

corporate accounts for iPhone contracts.

By focusing on the consumer market, apple side-

stepped direct competition with longstanding 

business tool platforms BlackBerry (which at the 

time held a 70% share of corporate smartphone pur-

chases6), windows Mobile and symbian. By 

exploiting a then-underserved market space — con-

sumers interested in smartphones — apple was able 

to grow its user base rapidly, despite having a much 

smaller overall customer base at the outset.

Before apple tried this, Facebook had used a 

similar approach to dethrone then-incumbent so-

cial networks Myspace and Friendster. Facebook 

launched in February 2004, solely aimed at har-

vard University students. at that time, two 

dominant platforms were already thought to own 

the social networking space: Myspace, with 1 mil-

lion users, and Friendster, with more than 2 million 

users. By focusing its efforts on a tightknit college 

community, Facebook was able to attract half of the 

undergrads at harvard University within the first 

month. Facebook’s early expansion continued, tak-

ing advantage of close links at specific colleges as 

the social network became available to students at 

an increasingly long list of schools. expansion to 

high school networks was then followed by expan-

sion to international schools, helping the platform 

reach more than 5.5 million users in less than two 

years. Only after gaining enough traction and 

growing its installed base with its initial schoolcen-

tric strategy did Facebook open up registration so 

anyone could join, in september 2006, and then, in 

May 2007, it launched the Facebook Development 

Platform for complementors.7

2. leverage your existing platforms. some suc-

cessful platform dethroners used what we call 

platform leveraging. Leveraging entails taking ad-

vantage of the fact that companies today may have 

Skype’s proprietary 
voice-over-internet  
protocol, known in  
technical circles simply 
as “Skype protocol,” 
gave the company  
an important early  
quality advantage  
over competing VoiP 
providers.
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multiple platforms. a dethroner can use another dis-

tinct platform it owns in order to gain traction for 

the new platform. Leveraging does not require bun-

dling all the features of the other platform into the 

new one and does not nullify the other platform. In-

stead, platform dethroners carefully design the 

interfaces and functionality of the new platform in 

order to take advantage of their existing installed 

base and boost demand and attractiveness for both 

platforms. (This differs from platform envelopment, 

in which platform a swallows and nullifies platform 

B by bundling into a the same functionality offered 

by platform B. It also differs from a platform com-

plementor relationship in that here both platforms 

are owned by one company.) 

apple increased the attractiveness of the iPhone by 

leveraging its installed base of iTunes, a platform in it-

self and already, when apple launched the iPhone, the 

largest music retailer in the U.s. Consumers used an 

iTunes account to manage their iPhone from a com-

puter and purchase applications as well as music. 

apple also leveraged its award-winning design aes-

thetic for the iPhone’s icons, graphics and physical 

form, maintaining a design consistency and common 

user experience with the iPod and other apple prod-

ucts. apple didn’t just match the outsides; smartphone 

software began to act, and interface, like computer 

software. For instance, iPhone’s Visual Voicemail in-

terface was based on an e-mail user experience rather 

than old-fashioned telephone voice mail. Instead of 

calling in to a linear playback system, users view an 

inbox-like list of who called, when and the duration of 

the message; then they can review, delete or respond 

to messages in any order they want. 

Microsoft, apple’s oldest rival, took a similar page 

from the strategy playbook when it launched its Ki-

nect sensor device in 2010 as Kinect for the Xbox 

360, leveraging its existing Xbox game console plat-

form. During its first 60 days on sale, Kinect sold 8 

million units, causing Guinness world records to 

declare it the “fastest-selling consumer electronics 

device.” But by giving Kinect an identity as a separate 

platform — rather than launching it just as a feature 

of Xbox — Microsoft set itself up to be able to con-

tinue leveraging multiple platforms in the future. 

Keeping the Kinect distinct from Xbox allows Kinect 

to be not just a device for controller-free gaming but 

a platform for controller-free computing. several 

months later, Microsoft released a free Kinect for 

windows software development kit to leverage the 

large installed base of windows users and comple-

mentors. windows developers can now build 

software for the PC that uses Kinect as an input de-

vice instead of a mouse or keyboard.

3. differentiate based on emerging needs. Differ-

entiation by producing a product or service superior 

to those of competitors has been a cornerstone of 

competitive strategy for many years. Proponents of 

“blue ocean strategy”8 have further argued that a dif-

ferentiated product need not be better across the 

board and that companies can differentiate by focus-

ing on only a few attributes highly valued by target 

customers while de-emphasizing other attributes less 

crucial to them. Platform theory has also highlighted 

the importance of technology-based differentiation 

in the competitiveness of a platform.

successful platform dethroners have often man-

aged to achieve a powerful type of differentiation 

by focusing not necessarily on what customers 

value today but on what the platform dethroner 

does better than competitors that could drive de-

mand tomorrow. By focusing primarily on the 

overlap of the platform company’s existing capa-

bilities and a careful analysis and understanding of 

the trends on the target users’ side, a platform de-

throner can enter the market with a novel platform 

that appeals to a growing group of customers and 

that cannot be easily imitated by competitors.

The iPhone’s differentiation at launch was not 

based on the traditional differentiation parameters of 

the smartphone industry (larger QwerTY key-

board, number of bands and frequencies, better 

antenna/voice quality, etc.). Instead, apple focused 

on taking advantage of its unique strengths in user 

interface, styling and branding, placing a low priority 

on those parameters outside apple’s strengths. By 

using a multitouch display, accelerometers and prox-

imity and light sensors, apple unveiled a totally new 

interface for smartphones while adding functionality 

within a streamlined, one-button design. however, 

the device used off-the-shelf technology for tradi-

tional wireless functions that were considered key by 

established players. For example, the original 

iPhone’s antenna was a standard part with very low 

signal strength through the device’s stylish metal 
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case — which meant the original iPhone wasn’t very 

good as a phone; one PC Magazine article, for exam-

ple, referred to it as “Great i, Lousy Phone.”9

Google offers another example of differentiat-

ing based on emerging needs. when Google 

entered the webmail market on april 1, 2004, with 

an invitation-only strategy, the webmail market al-

ready had a number of dominant players. hotmail 

and Yahoo!, firmly entrenched market incumbents, 

had perfected and implemented most of the key 

features of a good web-based e-mail program. 

how could Google differentiate Gmail? The com-

pany did it in part by focusing on what Google had 

that neither Yahoo! nor hotmail could easily repli-

cate: arguably the largest network of server farms 

on earth. This allowed Google to blow its competi-

tors out of the water in storage by offering 1GB of 

storage capacity to each new Gmail user — 500 

times more space than top incumbent hotmail of-

fered. as digital storage requirements continued to 

increase, Google’s approach resulted in a huge ini-

tial advantage over its competitors.

4. Simplify the business model for comple-
mentors. when it comes to securing the allegiance 

of complementors, platform theory has placed the 

emphasis on the technical aspects of the platform 

architecture and its corresponding interfaces. Plat-

form companies woo complementors by offering 

technical support, by working alongside them to 

define and clarify standards or by investing a priori 

in the platform technology as a show of commit-

ment. For example, in their 2002 MIT Sloan 

Management Review article “The elements of Plat-

form Leadership,” Michael Cusumano and 

annabelle Gawer enumerated how platform lead-

ers such as Intel support and work closely with 

complementors.10 Intel has gone so far as to send its 

own engineers to work with the r&D staff at prom-

ising complementor companies to build up the 

platform’s ecosystem.11

Providing technical support to complementors 

is important. however, platform dethroners often 

do more than help complementors with their tech-

nology: They help potential partners create viable 

business models and show them an easy path to 

revenues and profitability. such a strategy expands 

the number of complementors not only because a 

company is able to persuade complementors to 

join its platform but also because complementors 

can now clearly see revenue and profit in the plat-

form dethroner’s ecosystem. In the case of the 

iPhone, the segment of the network that apple tar-

geted included a kind of consumer that app 

entrepreneurs, the complementors, had not been 

able to reach easily before. The people buzzing 

about the iPhone for months before its release were 

not the smartphone business buyers or the bleed-

ing-edge technophiles but, as one app entrepreneur 

we interviewed described them, “creative, success-

ful, not necessarily young … ready-to-try-style 

early adopters.” People who would camp out in 

front of a store to buy the iPhone were the kind of 

people who would spend money on an application 

that helped them pick out a bottle of wine or use 

their phone to check in to their favorite social net-

working site. 

By targeting consumers, the iPhone opened the 

door to new app content that business users 

wouldn’t, or couldn’t, have paid for. Many smart-

phones, especially BlackBerry phones, were 

supplied by a user’s company, which also paid the 

phone bill. no employee wants to explain to the 

company accounting department why he or she 

downloaded a wine-buying app called Drync or 

what client account should be billed for his or her 

runKeeper exercise app. By turning the focus of its 

smartphone user base away from business, apple 

opened the door for personal, even frivolous apps. 

The consumer market may not have as great a will-

ingness to pay for a specific application as the 

business market, but it does have a much larger ap-

petite for the little things. simple apps requiring 

less capital and resources to develop meant money 

could be made at a low sales price or that an app 

could be built just for fun. In December 2008, six 

Microsoft leveraged its 
existing Xbox game  
console platform when  
it launched its Kinect 
sensor device in 2010 as 
Kinect for the Xbox 360.
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months after the app store opened, 63% of the 

9,961 apps that had been launched in the app store 

were built by individual developers, and more than 

half of those were available for free.12

Consistent with the opportunity it was giving to 

small and individual complementors, apple made it 

as easy as possible for them to enter the industry by 

lowering both technological and financial barriers to 

building apps for the iPhone platform. an individual 

could join the iPhone developer community for $99 

per year, receiving access to all of the software neces-

sary to build an app. Other smartphone platforms 

required expensive software developer packages. De-

velopers for windows Mobile apps, for instance, 

needed to purchase a copy of Microsoft’s general de-

velopment tools (Visual studio), which at the time 

could cost as much as $1,000 per user for the Profes-

sional version. Then they would need to download a 

separate windows Mobile sDK and a Developers’ 

Toolkit. according to one early individual iPhone 

developer we interviewed, “It was easy for geeks to 

just build for iPhone. The hard part was owning a 

Mac … Instead, [for windows Mobile developers] it 

starts to sound like work.”

The single model and sleek interface of the 

iPhone platform also made it significantly more at-

tractive to complementors. Complementors 

developing for the iPhone needed to build only one 

version of their app, with one user interface and no 

concern that some handsets might have a different 

keyboard type or, potentially more problematic for 

a developer, that different phone models might use 

different microphone or camera technology. One 

developer we interviewed who worked on a voice-

to-text app found that developing for other mobile 

platforms often ended up being very frustrating 

and time-consuming. For instance, while the nokia 

n95 and n96 handsets looked almost the same to 

users, the technical differences were enough to 

make it more expensive for developers to support 

both models. In apps where thousands of lines of 

code are device-dependent, “almost the same” 

meant multiple person-weeks of developer time to 

adapt to each different smartphone model. 

writing the app was only the first step. Develop-

ers then needed to test that everything worked 

properly on the device. apple made testing easy by 

letting developers load their newly written app di-

rectly onto the developer’s own iPhone. For 

symbian, BlackBerry and windows Mobile comple-

mentors in 2007, testing could be done only through 

a simulated phone on the developer’s computer. This 

could never emulate 100% of the device environ-

ment, and thus developers had to test their software 

in every potential handset model if they wanted to 

make sure it ran on the platform’s entire installed 

base. In contrast, apple developers could download 

their work right onto the iPhone they had in their 

hand and test their software — not only on the de-

vice but also live on the carrier’s network. 

Platform dethroners often go beyond the tech-

nology front to help and attract complementors. 

Facebook, for instance, opened its platform to de-

velopers in 2007, providing them for the first time 

with access to rich social data through its applica-

tion programming interfaces and Facebook Query 

Language. Facebook decided to charge nothing to 

developers to let them use its platform, providing 

the interface for developers to charge their custom-

ers directly. The response was phenomenal. In three 

months, the number of third-party applications on 

the Facebook platform had reached 3,000, and a 

few months later the apps were responsible for 

more than one-third of Facebook traffic.13

Using its app store, apple did something simi-

lar to attract developers to the iPhone platform, 

although apple charged developers for what it pro-

vided. Individual smartphone app developers 

typically had no experience working with supply 

chains and logistics, which can get complicated 

when telephone operators are involved. however, 

most app developers did have experience with 

iTunes as customers. so once an app was accepted 

into the app store, apple took care of everything. 

Developers did not need to worry about uptime or 

bandwidth on a download website because cus-

tomers downloaded apps directly from apple. nor 

did developers need to worry about properly creat-

ing and managing user accounts, because apple 

already required iTunes accounts for everyone with 

an iPhone. They did not need to worry about han-

dling money or working with credit card agencies, 

because apple took care of getting money from the 

user and giving the developers their agreed-upon 

percentage. The app store even provided a limited 

amount of free marketing through “new” and “top” 

the single model and 
sleek interface of the 
iPhone platform made  
it significantly more  
attractive to app devel-
opers, who needed to 
build only one version  
of their app.
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lists that increased visibility and sales with no de-

veloper effort. In contrast, developers for other 

smartphone platforms had to get their apps ap-

proved by the telecom carrier, not just the platform 

owner, and then find their own distribution. Third-

party app stores like Handango.com existed for 

other smartphone platforms, but stores operated 

by the platform sponsor itself either did not exist or 

were unknown to developers. 

Next Steps for Platform Dethroners
These recent experiences of platform companies 

that entered the market late and were still able to suc-

ceed and dethrone powerful incumbent platforms 

provide us with additional insights to enhance our 

understanding of platform markets. But they also 

point to the continuing challenges platform compa-

nies face in fast-changing technology markets. Our 

discussion has focused on how new entrants can de-

throne dominant players; however, once successful, 

staying successful and fending off others who are 

trying to dethrone you can be a real challenge. Main-

taining dominance requires constant attention to 

the needs of users and complementors so they re-

main motivated and faithful to the platform. 

That challenge can be met in part by using the 

same strategies that allow an entrant to dethrone 

the previous dominant platform. For instance, 

Apple did well by leveraging the power of iTunes. 

With its already large user base in 2007, iTunes gave 

the iPhone an important boost early on. However, 

platform leveraging implies that iTunes is a sepa-

rate platform that will continue to be nurtured and 

grown. This in turn means that other smartphone 

platforms, new or old, can also enjoy the benefits of 

linking to iTunes — and Android, Google’s smart-

phone platform and Apple’s main rival in this 

space, has done just that. Dethroning a dominant 

platform is difficult, but it is equally difficult to 

maintain the growth momentum vis-à-vis new 

challengers. Other entrants may have emerged or 

may be waiting in the wings to try their own play-

book, out to dethrone the dethroner. 

Fernando F. Suarez is an associate professor of man-
agement and chair of the Strategy and Innovation 
Department at Boston University School of Manage-
ment in Boston, Massachusetts. Jacqueline Kirtley 
is a doctoral student at Boston University School of 
Management. Comment on this article at http://

sloanreview.mit.edu/x/53414, or contact the authors 
at smrfeedback@mit.edu.
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